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QUARTERLY HOT TOPICS
CBIZ Commercial Real Estate

Reduce Taxes. Maximize Cash Flow. Minimize Risk.
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IN THIS ISSUE:

CBIZ’s Real Estate practice is 
uniquely positioned to help you 
minimize risk and capitalize on 
market opportunities.

We work with owners, managers, 
operators and investors, as 
well as commercial real estate 
developers and partnerships 
in all of the major CRE sectors: 
retail, office, hotel, multi-family, 
shopping centers and real 
estate investment trusts.

Commercial Real Estate  
Cyber Risk – Nothing New,  
Just Way More of It
By TIFFANY GARCIA, DIRECTOR OF CYBERSECURITY AT CBIZ RISK & ADVISORY SERVICES

There’s a reason the cybersecurity industry reports an unemployment rate of zero and an 
estimated one million unfilled cybersecurity-related positions worldwide (potentially rising 
to 3.5 million by 2021). Cybercrime is projected to hit a global cost of over $6 trillion 

annually by 2021.* A single successful scam can easily net a cybercriminal between $50,000 
and $200,000 for a week’s worth of work. 

Commercial real estate (CRE) has always been an attractive cyber target – a $16 trillion asset 
class offering sophisticated hackers a wealth of personal information shared in banking, 
leases, employment information, and multiple transaction points such as brokers, lawyers, and 
title companies. CRE cyber risks increased substantially with the trend toward smart buildings 
equipped with more connected features - automatic centralized control of a building’s HVAC, 
lighting, badge access control, security systems, and other interrelated systems through a 
building management system or building automation system. 

https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
https://www.cbiz.com/about-us/employees/employee/eid/7423/name/tiffany_garcia
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Enter COVID-19 – almost overnight, nearly all routine 
activities are now tied to remote capabilities. Everyone 
is online. Businesses are installing new applications 
and engaging new online platforms to facilitate remote 
operations, workforces are provided expanded network 
access, and residential tenants are ordering everything 
from groceries to cleaning supplies online. Information 
technology departments are stretched beyond capacity. 
It’s cyber threat and cyber risks on steroids.

A Collision Between Cyber Threat Actors and Increased 
Opportunity

As operations leverage remote work capabilities and the 
technology sector continues to develop unique virtual 
solutions for in-person functions, commercial real estate 
is finally making the jump from spreadsheets and pdf 
reporting to the digitalization of data with real-time 
access and analysis. With this shift, securing data has 
become an even greater facet of operational oversight. 

Technology investments in digitization, data modeling, 
artificial intelligence (AI), the internet of things (IoT), and 
virtual intelligence (VI) are increasing. Smart, eco-friendly 
buildings are becoming the norm. Data-driven usage and 
operational efficiencies help CRE companies, property 
managers, tenants, and other industry consumers and 
vendors. Online availability of detailed data and insights 
into investment performance, rent collections, leverage, 
and other key information now drives decision-making.

Unfortunately, some of the AI used to automate 
security is making the technology designed to protect 
buildings more vulnerable. In its AI and Security series, 
VentureBeat notes that with each evolution of computing 
the trend is always toward more data stored in ways that, 
unfortunately, introduce unfamiliar vulnerabilities, larger 
attack vectors, and richer targets that attract increasingly 
well-funded bad actors.

According to the most recent statistics from the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation’s Internet Crime Complaint 
Center, the most common scam faced by real estate 
professionals is the business email compromise scam. 
The scam is reliant on a criminal convincingly posing as a 
manager, employee, or vendor through email and tricking 
someone into sharing data or sending money. Business 
email compromise scams are a multibillion-dollar field 
that hasn’t slowed down during the pandemic. 

The FBI’s daily number of cyber complaints has increased 
from 1,000 per day pre-pandemic to between 3,000 and 
4,000 complaints per day, according to Tonya Ugoretz, 
deputy assistant director of the FBI Cyber Division. “We’re 
seeing the collision between highly-motivated cyber threat 
actors and an increase in opportunities they can take 

Additional Industry Insights

COVID-19 Resources
COVID-19 Resource Center. This extensive source of 
articles and webinars is updated daily - so check back 
often. Access it here.

Executive Insights. On-demand webinars and in-depth 
insights for top executives. Access it here.

Accelerated Recovery Resource Center. This NEW 
resource center brings together solutions for businesses 
ready to accelerate recovery. Access it here.

Additional Content & Business Aids
October 2020 Market Recap offers highlights and looks 
ahead. You’ll find it here.

What’s Next Podcast hosted by Mark Waxman – 
Opportunities & Considerations to Help Your Business 
Succeed. All episodes available here.

COVID-19’s Impact on Main Street Businesses. This 
Main Street Index takes the pulse of businesses like 
yours and provides useful data and insights for your 
organization to leverage. You’ll find it here.

On-Demand Webinar - Preparing Your Tax Strategy for 
the 2020 Election covers the actions taxpayers should 
consider. Access this webinar here.

On-Demand Webinar - The Nuts & Bolts of 
Construction Risk. Gain insights into the hardening 
insurance market, including what to expect and how to 
prepare. Access it here.  

CBIZ Open Enrollment Success Guide. In today’s 
increasingly remote work environment, employers must 
embrace a digital strategy for all aspects of the process. 
Get your copy of this guide here.

Checklist: Navigating Your Insurance Renewal Amid 
COVID-19. Preparing for renewal when business is 
anything but usual can help you control costs and secure 
coverages. Start preparing early with this checklist.   
 
Measuring Business Value in a Disrupted Market. 
Valuation insights for challenging economic times. 
Available online.

Protect Your Rental Property! Whether you own a 
secluded lake cabin, beachfront condo or a second 
single-family home, renting it comes with unique risks. 
CBIZ is the largest insurer of short-term and vacation 
rental properties in the U.S. Check out details here.

https://venturebeat.com/2020/02/11/is-ai-cybersecuritys-salvation-or-its-greatest-threat/
https://www.ic3.gov/default.aspx
https://www.ic3.gov/default.aspx
https://fcw.com/events/2020/cybersecurity-workshop/Speakers/Speaker%20Window.aspx?SpeakerId=%7B53FCFE38-1F1A-4F6A-BDED-3387E3645FDC%7D&ID=%7B0DF9D2EA-5EA5-4AFD-8ECA-3FB8C4823595%7D
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/covid-19-resource-center
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/covid-19-resource-center/executive-insights
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/accelerated-recovery-resource-center
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/8874/october-2020-market-recap
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/podcasts/whats-next-podcast
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/main-street-index
https://www2.cbiz.com/ElectionTaxStrategiesWebinar
https://www2.cbiz.com/nuts-and-bolts-of-construction-risk
https://www.cbiz.com/insurance-hr/services/employee-benefits/downloads/2020-open-enrollment-success-guide
https://www.cbiz.com/insurance-hr/services/property-casualty/downloads/navigating-your-insurance-renewal-amid-covid-19
https://www.cbiz.com/accounting-tax/services/advisory/valuation-advisory/fair-value-report
https://vacationrentalinsurance.cbiz.com/
https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
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advantage of,” Ugoretz said during an April webinar hosted 
by the Washington D.C.-based nonprofit Aspen Institute.  

Leverage Technology, Evaluate Your Risks and 
Management Strategies 

You already know that technology will not only play a 
pivotal role in a successful COVID recovery, it can also be 
a competitive advantage. 

■  85% of employees who feel their company’s 
technology is ahead of the curve say they love their 
jobs 

■  70% of employees believe that technology 
improves work/life balance

■  48% of employees wish that their workplace 
technology performed the same way as their 
personal technology

■  42% of millennials would leave a company due to 
substandard technology

Realtors recognize these trends and have taken several 
steps to reduce cyber risks. Some are simple, like 
guidance in email signatures to advise clients outside a 
Realtor’s firewall or how to handle sensitive information 
and avoid scams. Meanwhile, the National Association of 
Realtors provides education materials, including a “Best 
Practices Cybersecurity Checklist,” and is advocating for 
the adoption of nationwide cyber standards for Realtors.

The use of third-party suppliers (outsourcing) is common 
for specialized operational functions. Outsourced payroll, 
managed IT services, data hosting, and Software-
as-a-Services (SaaS) offer businesses both savings 
and efficiencies upon which the business model 
relies. However, each key vendor relationship has the 
potential to damage your business. For example, the 
SaaS application provider suffers a data breach or 
the company that stores your critical system backups 
burns to the ground taking with it years of transactional 
documents. Or, your payroll processor’s access to 
employee data provides an access point for hackers to 

deploy a ransomware threat. If you assess and anticipate 
those potential risks, you can survive their impact. 
Vendor management practices include controls and 
processes associated with availability, security, privacy, 
confidentiality, and processing integrity. 

The way your company manages productivity, 
engagement risk, and the overall shift to a remote 
environment will be crucial going forward. If, like many 
organizations, you had to quickly ramp up and support 
a virtual infrastructure, expand videoconferencing and 
develop other remote operations, now would be a good 
time to reassess vulnerabilities and your overall program 
of cyber risk management. 

Additional Resources 

■  How Hybrid Remote Work Challenges Information 
Security Teams (podcast)

■  Cybercrime and cybersecurity (video) and Data 
Privacy & Security (online content) provided by the 
National Association of Realtors 

■  It’s Past Time for CRE Cybersecurity Strategy and 
Governance (article)

■  Cybersecurity Assessment – Test Your Cyber Threat 
Readiness (two-minute assessment)

■  Technology Strategies to Improve Productivity & 
Manage Risks (on-demand webinar)

■  What’s Next For Real Estate And Proptech After 
Covid-19? (Forbes)

Your Team

Unauthorized access to your data can lead to devastating 
financial, legal, and reputational consequences. If you 
have questions or require additional information about 
cybersecurity, don’t hesitate to reach out to the author, 
Tiffany Garcia, a Director in the CBIZ Risk & Advisory 
Services practice. You can reach Tiffany at 512.340.7423 
and tiffany.garcia@cbiz.com.

* Source: the 2020 Official Annual Cybercrime Report from cyber 
researcher Cybersecurity Ventures and Los Angeles-based IT firm 
Herjavec Group Inc.

https://www.aspeninstitute.org/events/fight-back-how-to-stop-cyber-criminals-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.nar.realtor/law-and-ethics/cybersecurity-checklist-best-practices-for-real-estate-professionals
https://www.nar.realtor/law-and-ethics/cybersecurity-checklist-best-practices-for-real-estate-professionals
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/8858/episode-6-how-hybrid-remote-work-challenges-information-security-teams
https://www.nar.realtor/videos/cyber-crime-cyber-security-and-the-real-estate-professional
https://www.nar.realtor/data-privacy-security
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/7387/it%E2%80%99s-past-time-for-cre-cybersecurity-strategy-and-governance
https://www.cbiz.com/accounting-tax/services/advisory/risk-advisory/cybersecurity-advisory-services/cybersecurity-quick-assessment
https://www2.cbiz.com/TechnologyStrategies-Webinar
https://www.forbes.com/sites/angelicakrystledonati/2020/05/27/whats-next-for-real-estate-and-proptech-after-covid-19/
mailto:tiffany.garcia@cbiz.com
https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
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This sets the stage for the 2020 reporting rules that the 
IRS announced on October 22 in the draft Form 1065 
instructions.

2020 Tax Capital Reporting Requirement

Except for “small partnerships,” all partnerships must 
calculate and disclose tax basis capital information to 
all partners for tax year 2020. Disclosure is required 
regardless of whether the balance is positive or negative. 
Small partnerships that are exempt from the disclosure 
requirement are those that meet all four of the following 
requirements:

1.  The partnership’s total receipts for the tax year 
were less than $250,000;

2.  The partnership’s total assets at the end of the tax 
year were less than $1 million;

3.  Schedules K-1 are filed with the return and 
furnished to the partners on or before the due date 
(including extensions) for the partnership return; 
and

4.  The partnership is not filing and is not required to 
file Schedule M-3.

Many partnerships may have reported capital account 
information to partners historically on some other method. 
Possibilities include methods in accordance with GAAP, 
internal books and records, section 704(b), or tax basis 
capital that did not strictly conform to the IRS definition. 
Starting with the 2020 tax year, partnerships no longer 
have a choice over the method used to report a partner’s 
capital account rollforward (Schedule K-1, Item L). There is 

On October 22, the IRS made its opening foray into 
the expanded 2020 tax basis capital reporting 
requirement that will apply to all partnerships. 

The IRS news release summarizes proposed rules for 
the reporting requirement that are more fully described 
in draft Form 1065 instructions for the 2020 tax year. 
The 2020 reporting requirement is broadened from years 
past, with all balances of tax capital (both positive and 
negative) required to be reported. The IRS requested 
comments on the new reporting requirement and 
indicated that it may update the instructions based on the 
comments it receives. In any event, it is fairly clear that 
the IRS is resolved to move forward with the expanded 
reporting requirement for the 2020 tax year. Partnerships 
should form and implement a compliance plan now, as 
the scope and complexity of the calculations and data 
gathering will be impractical to administer at the same 
time that the 2020 return is filed.

Background

The IRS unexpectedly launched a tax capital information 
requirement in 2018 through the 2018 Form 1065 
instructions. The IRS clarified many of the new reporting 
details in a subsequent list of frequently asked 
questions, and provided 2018 penalty relief for a failure 
to comply with the reporting requirement. The 2018 
reporting requirement pertained only to those partners 
with negative tax capital balances. Partnerships could 
continue to report 2018 capital account data to all 
partners using the historical computation method (e.g., 
GAAP, tax capital, section 704(b), or other). In the event 
certain partners had negative tax capital balances – 
using a newly-defined IRS computation method – the 
partnership was then required to disclose such balances 
only to those affected partners.

The IRS then proposed to expand the tax capital 
information disclosure requirement in 2019 by requiring 
disclosure of all tax capital amounts, whether they 
were positive or negative. But after a backlash from the 
tax community, the IRS retreated from the expanded 
requirement and instead imposed for 2019 the same 
reporting rules that applied in 2018 (negative balances 
only). This was only a 1-year delay, meaning the expanded 
reporting requirement for both positive and negative 
balances would apply in the partnership’s 2020 tax year. 
In June of 2020, the IRS requested comments on two 
exclusive computational methods that it proposed to 
require in order to satisfy the 2020 disclosure requirement.

IRS Unveils 2020 Tax Basis Capital 
Reporting Requirement for Partnerships

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-dft/i1065--dft.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-dft/i1065--dft.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-releases-draft-form-1065-instructions-on-partner-tax-basis-capital-reporting
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-dft/i1065--dft.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-prior/i1065--2018.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-prior/i1065--2018.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/partnerships/form-1065-frequently-asked-questions
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/partnerships/form-1065-frequently-asked-questions
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-19-20.pdf
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/7819/ispreview/true/partnership-reporting-changes-on-the-horizon
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/7819/ispreview/true/partnership-reporting-changes-on-the-horizon
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-19-66.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-20-43.pdf
https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
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now only one method that partnerships may use to report 
capital: the “Tax Basis Method.”

The Tax Basis Method is a “transactional approach” that 
references Schedule K-1 items of income, deduction, 
gain, loss, contribution, and distribution data. Because 
all of this incremental Schedule K-1 activity must 
now be determined on the tax basis, the cumulative 
balances of tax capital for each partner are a proxy for 
each partner’s share of the partnership’s tax basis in its 
assets (inside basis). A partner’s share of partnership 
liabilities are not included in tax basis capital under the 
Tax Basis Method, however.

Transition Guidance

In order to transition to the new reporting regime, the IRS 
provides that the partnership must restate beginning of 
year capital balances for each partner to a method that 
conforms to one of four approaches:

■  Tax Basis Method,
■  “Modified Outside Basis Method,”
■  “Section 704(b) Method,” or the
■  “Modified Previously Taxed Capital Method.”

From there, partnerships must update each partner’s tax 
capital balance annually under the Tax Basis Method. The 
reason for these four choices comes from recognition of 
the fact that many partnerships do not have access to 
many years of historical data that would be needed to re-
construct each partner’s capital account under a “pure” 
Tax Basis Method. The following discussion describes 
briefly the other three choices that a partnership may use 
to restate beginning capital account balances. Note that 
the partnership must apply the same choice to all of its 
partners’ capital accounts.

Modified Outside Basis Method

Under the Modified Outside Basis Method, a partner’s 
beginning capital account balance is equal to the 
partner’s adjusted tax basis in its partnership interest 
(outside basis), except the partner’s outside basis does 
not include the partner’s share of partnership liabilities 
or net Section 743(b) adjustments. This method is 
simple when such data exists for all partners, but is 
no more practical than the Tax Basis Method for those 
partnerships that do not have access to many years of 
historical data.

Section 704(b) Method

Under the Section 704(b) Method, a partner’s beginning 
capital account balance is equal to the partner’s Section 
704(b) capital account, except section 704(c) built-in 
gains or losses are not included. The exclusion of Section 
704(c) built-in gains and losses roughly translates a 

partner’s Section 704(b) capital account from a fair 
value basis to a tax basis. Section 704(b) data should 
be available to all partnerships, because partnerships 
must maintain Section 704(b) capital account schedules 
for each partner in order to properly make allocations of 
income and deductions (or to verify that the allocations 
are proper). Still, it is conceivable that some partnerships 
may not have this data. Those partnerships must again 
resort to many years of historical data to re-construct it, 
making this method as untenable as the other choices.

Modified Previously Taxed Capital Method

Under the Modified Previously Taxed Capital Method, 
a partner’s beginning capital account balance is equal 
to the partner’s share of the partnership’s previously 
taxed capital (PTC). Very generally, a partner’s share 
of PTC (i.e., the partner’s share of inside basis net of 
liabilities) is determined by subtracting a hypothetical 
gain or loss from a hypothetical cash liquidation amount. 
Although it is not immediately obvious, a partner’s share 
of PTC should normally be unaffected by fluctuations 
in the partnership’s valuation method. This is because 
fluctuations in the top line valuation normally should 
correlate equally with the gain or loss subtraction 
amount, in which case the partner’s PTC result would be 
the same. The Modified Previously Taxed Capital Method 
has appeal in its “snapshot approach” to measure 
a partner’s tax capital balance, because it does not 
require many years of historical data. The downside of 
the Modified Previously Taxed Capital Method is its vast 
complexity compared to the other choices.

Final Thoughts

The IRS stated that the new disclosure requirement “. 
. . assists the IRS in assessing compliance risk, and 
identifying potential noncompliance, while ensuring 
that compliant taxpayers’ returns are less likely to 
be examined.” Furthermore, the IRS announced that 
it will provide penalty relief pertaining to the 2020 
reporting requirement as long as the partnership “. . . 
takes ordinary and prudent business care in following 
the form instructions . . .” While the latter statement 
should alleviate some potentially harsh results, the 
former statement is a stern reminder that partnerships 
must take the 2020 tax capital reporting requirement 
seriously. The penalty for an incomplete return under 
Section 6698(a)(2) has a punitive multiplier effect: the 
penalty for 2020 is $210 per-partner, per-month until 
the incomplete return is corrected (maximum $2,520 
per-partner). Therefore, partnerships should review the 
available transition method and immediately implement 
a plan to comply with the 2020 tax basis capital 
reporting requirement.

For more information about the 2020 tax basis capital 
reporting requirement, including assistance with the 
calculations to comply, please contact us.

https://www.cbiz.com/contact-us
https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
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To be a successful employer, you must have an 
engaged workforce and to achieve that you must 
be an engaging employer. Our two-part article 

series discusses six critical touch points in the employee 
lifecycle and strategies to effectively engage your remote 
workforce at each of those points.

Part 1 addressed talent acquisition, benefit management 
and performance management. Part 2 takes a look at 
the latter three touch points in the employee lifecycle – 
payroll, time and scheduling, and offboarding.

Payroll

The pandemic has had a tremendous effect on payroll 
for many reasons, including increased employee financial 
stress, a greater remote workforce and many legislative 
changes affecting payroll, among others. What was once 
a tried and true process is being forced to evolve.

While some organizations may be resistant, eliminating 
paper will simplify payroll for employers and employees 
alike. Direct deposits and pay cards are two options, 
both of which will get employees their money faster 
and without a trip to the bank. Employees may also be 
resistant to the change at first, but if they understand the 
benefits and if the enrollment process is simple, they will 
in all likelihood be grateful for the switch.

Another offering to consider is an “early access to pay” 
benefit. Unfortunately, what used to be living paycheck 
has become living day to day for many. Not surprisingly, 
72% of Americans want access to their wages early. An 
early access to pay benefit can help ease your employees’ 
financial stress. With this benefit, employees are given 
early access to up to a certain percentage of wages 
they’ve earned in a pay period. Essentially, they’re 
borrowing against their own paychecks. Typically, this 
benefit can be offered at no cost to the employer, and the 
employee fee is usually very small.

Payroll Case Study: A restaurant needed to go paperless 
with their payroll, but they couldn’t because some of 
their employees would not get a bank account. We 
partnered with the client to develop an email and text 
campaign to promote the direct deposit and pay card 
options, highlighting that these payroll methods increase 
the speed with which they get paid and save them a trip 
to the bank. Both options had a very easy “click here 
to enroll” feature; this simplicity was critical in getting 
employees to take action.

The many recent legislative changes that have impacted 
payroll are elaborate and evolving. For guidance on 
navigating these complex payroll issues, click here.

(Continued on page 7)

Engaging a Remote Workforce throughout  
the Employee Lifecycle – Part 2

https://www.cbiz.com/commercialrealestate
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cbiz?trk=top_nav_home
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmr36k8li3uD_Vf8BRsL6Yw
https://twitter.com/cbz
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/8744/engaging-a-remote-workforce-throughout-the-employee-lifecycle-part-1
https://www.cbiz.com/insights-resources/details/articleid/8744/engaging-a-remote-workforce-throughout-the-employee-lifecycle-part-1
https://www.cbiz.com/insurance-hr/services/human-capital-management/hcm-contact-us/payroll-services-contact-us
https://www.cbiz.com/insurance-hr/services/human-capital-management/hcm-contact-us/payroll-services-contact-us
https://www.cbiz.com/insurance-hr/services/human-capital-management/hcm-contact-us/payroll-services-contact-us
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Time & Scheduling

As if managing time and scheduling with an expanded 
remote workforce isn’t a large enough challenge, in 
today’s environment, employers are also dealing with 
very high levels of unplanned absenteeism, a greater 
volume of FMLA and long-term leave, and increased 
use of banked PTO hours for companies with “use it or 
lose it” policies. All of this can have a huge impact on 
productivity.

As a result, employers will need to be flexible with 
their time and scheduling systems and processes, and 
managers will need to up their engagement in and 
ownership of these aspects of workforce management.

Some solutions for consideration include:

■  Explore contactless solutions for clock options.
■  Introduce a mobile device for tracking time, as well 

as manager-employee communication.
■  Encourage all time transactions be done in your 

workforce management technology solution (e.g., 
punch in/out, shift change and time off requests, 
etc.).

■  Create dashboards for managers to easily track 
anomalies in attendance.

■  Implement technology to manage and track FMLA.

Time & Scheduling Case Study: An in-home nursing 
facility was struggling to stay connected with their nursing 
staff who went from location to location. Prior to our 
engagement, the nurses completed paperwork at the 
end of the day to track hours per patient for proper billing 
and for their own time cards for payroll. We implemented 
a mobile solution that also incorporated GPS tracking 
for verification by indicating exactly where the punch 
occurred, solving the problem real-time.

Are you interested in more best practices for managing a 
remote workforce? Read our guide here.

OffBoarding

The importance of this stage in the employee lifecycle 
cannot be emphasized enough. You always want to 
end on a good note, as this is part of having a positive 
organizational culture. However, the importance of a 
positive offboarding experience is brought to the forefront 
in these times where the employee very well may be 
asked to return.

Make the process as painless as possible for the 
employee, while also ensuring you are getting all of 
the information you need and meeting all compliance 
requirements. To start, eliminate paper. No different 
than onboarding, offboarding should be driven through 
some type of mobile device or, if necessary, through a 

computer. The employee should be able to easily provide 
all of the information that you need.

When conducting the offboarding process, consider what 
online review you want left for your business. Whether the 
employee chooses to actually post a review on sites like 
Glassdoor and Indeed or the review is simply the feeling 
they are left with once terminated, you want it to be 
positive. This will benefit your new hire attraction efforts 
and make it more likely for your top talent to return if you 
offer them to do so when business conditions allow.

Logistically, COBRA will be a major task without a COBRA 
administrator providing the necessary technology 
solution. There are a lot of compliance issues, paperwork, 
being able to pay online with a credit card and manage 
that with the carrier, tracking, and more. Fortunately, 
COBRA is a very inexpensive solution to outsource.

Offboarding Case Study: A manufacturing facility had 
just gone through a massive layoff and was preparing 
for another. They couldn’t handle the COBRA volume. 
We engaged our benefits team to implement a solution 
within a few days that allowed for all proper compliance 
notifications and paperwork to be sent electronically or 
to the individual’s home and allowed for online premium 
payment options.

Additional Resource

Managing Through COVID-19 & Beyond: An HR, Benefits & 
Compliance Roadmap for Employers - This comprehensive 
guide will help provide you with a framework to formalize a 
plan that is unique to your business.

(Continued from page 6)
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By MICHAEL H. CARON, CONSULTANT 
CBIZ CREDIT RISK SERVICES

COVID-19 is confronting every 
level of the U.S. economy 
with an unprecedented 

challenge. Given the mounting 
levels of corporate debt and the 
uncertain economic outlook, 
it’s no surprise that the Federal 
Reserve estimated that bankruptcy 
filings over the next 12 months will 
break records. But bankruptcy is hardly 
the only or best option for businesses hit 
hard by the pandemic. In fact, many property 
owners are planning their recovery by adjusting 
their capital structure to finance operations and/or to 
make improvements to property they own. 

As we approach year end, many real estate investors are 
on the lookout for properties they feel will offer better and 
more stable returns in the future, with some thinking a 
1031 exchange is an appropriate structure to think about. 

Whatever the case, closing transactions in a timely 
manner often hinges on how well you tell your story, 
especially if considering a 1031 exchange. A checklist, 
like the one offered below, is a simple but effective 
tool for gathering the relevant information before you 
approach your lender or pursue financing. 

Real Estate Debt Restructuring

Debt restructuring can be a productive part of a plan 
to manage debt and improve liquidity. Real estate debt 
restructuring depends on many factors — the debtor’s 
financial condition, the expected cash flow, and the 
relationship between the creditor and debtor. If you are 
considering refinancing existing debt obligations you will 
be wise to keep in mind that the process is meant to 
help both the creditor and debtor. The story you tell can 
facilitate, even accelerate, the process. 

The following checklist will help you prepare your story as 
completely and persuasively as possible for real estate 
debt restructuring negotiations. 

Essential documents:
■  Financial statements – CPA prepared with all 

footnotes (last 3 years) and/or

■  Federal tax returns (last 3 years), including K1s (if 
applicable)

■  Most recent interim balance sheet and income 
statement

■  Projections for next 24 months with cash flow 
detail (include rationale)

Also consider:
■  Background/history of operations

■  A personal financial statement for 
all principals having a 20% or more 
ownership interest
■  Resumes on key management 

personnel
■  Last three years’ personal tax 

returns to accompany each 
personal financial statement

Good information and reports to 
have available:

■  Sources and uses of loan proceeds
■  Details of existing debt situation 

(include rates, terms, collateral, 
guarantors, etc.)

■  Bank statements (last 6 months)

New Commercial Real Estate Investment 

Just as with all real estate purchases, when you buy or 
invest in a commercial property, it’s your responsibility to 
ensure that property is a good investment. Your lender 
will want to know the details of that assessment. This 
expanded checklist is meant to help you gather and 
organize your financing information package in order 
to speed the process and present a complete financial 
picture for the lender or lenders you are approaching.

■  Current rent roll and historical occupancy 
■  Copies of existing leases, contracts
■  Appraisal
■  Environmental reports
■  Title report
■  Survey
■  Note(s) and mortgage if refinance
■  Purchase and sale agreement (if applicable)
■  Primary (home) address, date of birth, social 

security number (for background check)
■  Property condition report

Your Team

Wherever you are on the recovery spectrum, CBIZ 
can help. Feel free to reach out to Michael Caron 
(610.862.2335) or the CBIZ Credit Risk Services team 
for a no-risk conversation or additional information. For 
ongoing coverage of the impacts of COVID-19 and actions 
to take to safeguard and stabilize your organization, visit 
our COVID-19 Resource Center and Accelerated Recovery 
Resource Center.

CRE Investing and 
Debt Restructuring 
Checklist
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By MARK MCCARTHY

Without question, construction projects have been 
and will continue to be delayed or postponed as 
the U.S. continues to cope with the challenges 

of COVID-19. The construction sector has generally 
operated as usual with additional safeguards in place, 
but output may be affected as positive case numbers 
continue to rise across the country and affect business, 
budgets and deadlines. 

In preparation for potential delays, companies with active 
construction projects should be forward-thinking with 
respect to project schedules to minimize cost and further 
time implications down the road.  

Reviewing Contract Agreements 

Reviewing contract language will be one of the most vital 
areas of preparation for project owners and construction 
entities alike. Each of these elements will lay out the 

process that will ensue from delays for materials, labor 
and project completion. Key sections and language to 
look for in a contract include: 

■  Force majeure – Look for this language that 
removes liability for the contractor if natural or 
unavoidable disasters interrupt or delay plans. 
Carefully review any contract clarifications and 
assumptions sections that might include force 
majeure or COVID-19 language in the “fine print.”

■  Delays and extensions of time – This section of 
the contract outlines the formal communication 
and record-keeping standards for delays between 
contractor and project owner.

■  Notice of claims / claims for additional time 
– This is the formal process of submitting any 
delays. Claims can come in the form of a change 
order or can be a more formal process that 
includes legal oversight.

How to Prepare for COVID-19 
Construction Delays

(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

■  Liquidated damages – Does the contract include 
penalties for the contractor if it does not complete 
the project on time? If so, what is the additional 
daily amount for not completing the project timely 
and how does that amount compare to incurring 
additional overtime costs during the project that 
may not be billable to the project owner?

When reviewing a contract, be sure to pay attention to any 
specifics around delay claims. Are they compensable or 
not? Must they be properly documented for compensation 
to be disbursed? 

Communication Between Owner and Contractor

If you are a project owner, have you communicated 
to your contractor regarding expectations around 
reimbursement of COVID-19 expenses? If you are a 
contractor, what have you communicated to your project 
owner about expected delays as a result of COVID-19 and 
who pays for increased costs as a result of those delays? 
Ensuring strong communication between a project owner 
and contractor enables updates to be shared quickly, 
while also minimizing misinterpretation of the contract. 

Now is the time to spend ensuring that there is proper 
documentation and notification of all delays and claims. 
By ensuring proper documentation and notification 
is happening today, it will make future processing of 
claims easier. This will also allow for project owners 
and contractors to create a clearer picture of what to 
anticipate in the coming months.

COVID-19 Allowances and Contingencies

Due to the uncertainty around project schedules and 
unexpected costs as a result of COVID-19, does your 
project budget include allowances or contingencies to 
address such issues as: additional personal protective 
equipment (PPE), increased sanitization and cleaning 
costs, health and temperature monitoring, and potential 
reductions in workforce productivity as a result of social 
distancing measures? If not, how will those potential 
costs be funded?

Claims Volume 

Another factor to continue to monitor will be the recovery 
process. As we head into the winter, expect an increase 
in claims from contractors. Having proper documentation 
and communication now will ensure that this process 
is smoother. It is important to review and audit claims 

increases and changes to ensure that among all the 
chaos, now and in the future, payments are accurate and 
proper protocol is followed when citing claims and delays. 

Bonding Considerations

Lastly, review your organization’s bonding protection for 
contractor and subcontractor defaults. The disruption 
from the pandemic can have a devastating financial 
impact on companies. If a contractor or subcontractor 
on your project goes out of business, what protections 
does the contractor or project owner have to ensure that 
another contractor or subcontractor can be brought on to 
the project without affecting the substantial completion 
date? It will be important for all parties to understand 
their coverage in this area and adjust their project 
expectations to account for the increased risks that may 
be coming in the wake of the pandemic response.

Enlist Help

An experienced construction cost review provider can 
help project owners and contractors navigate the 
complexities that may arise in the coming months. For 
more information, don’t hesitate to contact the author, 
Mark McCarthy at 617.761.0627 (mmccarthy@cbiz.com). 
You may also visit our Accelerated Recovery Center for up-
to-date information on the recovery strategies that could 
benefit your business.

DISCLAIMER: This publication is distributed with the understanding that CBIZ is not rendering legal, accounting or other professional 
advice. This information is general in nature and may be affected by changes in law or in the interpretation of such laws. The reader 
is advised to contact a professional prior to taking any action based upon this information. CBIZ assumes no liability whatsoever in 
connection with the use of this information and assumes no obligation to inform the reader of any changes in laws or other factors that 
could affect the information contained herein. 
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(Continued on page 12)

Cross-Walk of the Trump 
and Biden Tax Plans
President Donald Trump and Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden sought to distinguish their policies 

and initiatives, particularly when it come to their plans for future tax changes. Our chart provides a high-level 
comparison of some of the key provisions that may be up for further modification depending on the official 

outcome from the election. Many of these provisions involve further adjustments to the tax reform law commonly known 
as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)

2020 ELECTION TAX PLANS

Provision Current Law Trump Proposals Biden Proposals

INDIVIDUAL

Income Tax Brackets Top tax rate 37% for individual 
single taxpayers with incomes 
greater than $518,400 
($622,050 for married 
couples filing jointly)

TCJA tax bracket changes 
expire after 2025

Save an unspecified group 
of middle class taxpayers 
10% possibly through rate 
reductions 

Make expiring lower rates 
permanent. Make expiring 
TCJA provisions permanent

Increase the top individual tax 
rate to 39.6% from 37% for 
those with income more than 
$400,000

Deductions 2020 basic standard 
deduction $12,400 for 
single filers and married 
filers filing separately, 
$24,800 for married filers 
filing jointly and $18,650 
for heads of household for 
2020. 2021 deductions 
$12,550 for single/married 
filing separately, $25,550 
for married filing jointly, 
and $18,800 for heads of 
household

Personal exemption and 
most individual deductions 
suspended through 2025.

State and local taxes (SALT) 
deduction capped at $10,000.

Extend the higher basic 
standard deduction and other 
deductions enacted by the 
TCJA that are scheduled to 
expire after 2025

Make expiring TCJA provisions 
permanent

Limit the benefit of itemized 
deductions to 28%

Restore Pease limitation on 
itemized deductions taxpayers 
with income above $400,000 

Capital Gains & Net 
Investment Income Tax 
(NIIT)

Top tax rate for capital gains 
and qualified dividends 20% 
for income over $441,450 for 
individuals and $496,600 for 
married couples filing jointly 

3.8% NIIT

Would consider indexing capi-
tal gains for inflation

Cut maximum capital gains 
rate to 15%

Increase the top marginal 
income tax rate on long-term 
capital gains to 39.6% for 
taxpayers with income over $1 
million annually

Retain the NIIT
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Estate & Gift Tax For 2020, the exempt amount 
for estate and gift taxes is 
$11.58 million. After 2025, 
this amount is scheduled to 
revert to the pre-TCJA indexed 
amount of approximately $5.8 
million

Transfers of appreciated 
property at death get a “step-
up in basis”

Make expiring TCJA provisions 
permanent

Eliminate step-up in basis rule 
that allows people to pass 
capital gains to heirs without 
tax after death

Return exemptions and 
maximum rates to 2009 
levels.  Exemption to $3.5 
million for individual and $7 
million for married couple.  
Maximum rate increased to 
45%

BUSINESSES

Corporate Tax Rate 21% Rate No change Increase to 28%

Impose a new corporate 
minimum tax on corporations 
with book income over $100 
million

Impose a tax penalty on 
corporations that ship jobs 
overseas in order to sell 
products back to America

QBI Taxpayers other than C 
corporations generally are 
allowed to deduct 20% of 
QBI from a partnership, 
S corporation, or sole 
proprietorship, as well as 20% 
of qualified REIT dividends 
and qualified publicly traded 
partnership income

No change Phase out QBI deduction for 
taxpayers with income over 
$400,000

Additional Business Tax Credits

The 2020 presidential candidates also expressed 
different views for corporate tax credits. President Trump 
advocated for credit that would encourage companies to 
bring supply chains back from overseas to the U.S.

A Biden plan would make several tax credit changes, 
including: 

■  Establish a “Made in America” 10% advanceable 
tax credit for companies on a broad range of 
investments designed to create manufacturing jobs 
in the U.S.

■  Expand the New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) 
program to provide $5 billion in support every year, 
and make the program permanent

■  Establish the Manufacturing Communities Tax 
Credit

■  Impose a tax penalty on drug manufacturers that 
increase the costs of their brand, biotech, or abusively 
priced generic over the general inflation rate

■  Expand the work opportunity tax credit to include 
military spouses

■  Expand the low-income housing tax credit
■  Create a new childcare construction tax credit to 

encourage businesses to build childcare facilities 
at places of work. Employers will receive 50% of 
the first $1 million of construction costs per facility

International Tax Differences

For international businesses, President Trump has 
supported a 10.5% tax rate for companies to bring supply 
chains for medicines and related products back to the U.S. 

Democratic nominee Joe Biden on the other hand has 
discussed closing loopholes in the current regime, 
including doubling the Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income 
(GILIT) rate to 21%, and implementing anti-inversion 
regulations and penalties. He also supports a 10% 
offshoring penalty surtax on profits from any production by 
a U.S. company overseas for sale on American soil.

For More Information

For more information about how the election affects 
taxes, please contact a member of our team.
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